The First Conspiracy (Young Reader's Edition)

The Secret Plot to Kill George Washington

Brad Meltzer and Josh Mensch; read by Scott Brick

#1 New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer unravels the truth behind the secret assassination attempt on George Washington and how the plot helped create the CIA and the FBI in this young...

1776.
The early days of the Revolutionary War.

It supposedly began with Thomas Hickey, a private in Continental Army, and New York governor William Tryon. In an astonishing power-grab, the two men, along with New York's mayor, plotted to kill Hickey's boss: a man by the name of George Washington.

In the end, Hickey was caught, brought to trial, and found guilty. Supposedly, he became the first person in the new nation to be executed for treason. To send a clear message, Washington made every member of the military attend the hanging.

But to this day, nobody knows for sure if this story is true. In The First Conspiracy, Brad Meltzer sheds light on the close-kept secrets and compelling details surrounding this story and exposes the history of how the assassination plot catalyzed the creation of the CIA and FBI.

This look at a history of the United States we thought we knew will turn our knowledge on its head and brings up the questions "Did it all really happen?" and "Where would we be today if they had succeeded?"

PRAISE

Praise for Scott Brick's narration of The First Conspiracy:

"Brick...makes the pages come alive. He varies his volume during dramatic moments, at times almost whispering. He also varies his tone, enhancing the drama but never overpowering it...This work is an excellent example of the perfect melding of text and narrator." — AudioFile Magazine, Earphones Award Winner

"Brick is a rock star in the audiobook firmament, the industry's Tom Hanks." — The Washington Post

Brad Meltzer is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Inner Circle, The Book of Fate, Heroes for my Son, and Heroes for My Daughter as well as six other bestselling thrillers. He is also the author of the phenomenally popular I Am series for young readers. He lives in Florida with his...
The Night Country

A Hazel Wood Novel

Melissa Albert; read by Rebecca Soler

The highly-anticipated sequel to the New York Times bestselling tour de force, The Hazel Wood!

Can you ever truly escape the Hazel Wood?

In the sequel to her New York Times bestselling, literary/commercial breakout, The Hazel Wood, Melissa Albert dives back into the menacing, mesmerizing world that captivated fans of the first audiobook. Follow Alice Prosperine and Ellery Finch as they come to learn that The Hazel Wood was just the beginning of worlds beyond, “a place where stories and real life convene, where magic contains truth, and the world as it appears false, and where just about anything can happen, particularly in the pages of a good book” (The New York Times).

PRAISE

New York Times bestseller
Seven starred reviews
Junior Library Guild Selection
Nominated to ALA’s Best Fiction for Young Adults List
Seventeen Best YA Book of the Year
Amazon Best Book of the Year So Far
Book Riot Best Book of the Year So Far
Romantic Times Seal of Excellence Winner
Publishers Weekly Flying Start

“An original and imaginative fairy tale: thrilling, fascinating, and poignant in equal measure. Grade: A-.” — Entertainment Weekly, Best New Books

“A can’t-miss, dark, and creepy new take on fairy tales that will have you glued to the page until the very end.” — BuzzFeed

“This book will be your next literary obsession. Welcome to the Hazel Wood...

Melissa Albert is the founding editor of the Barnes & Noble Teen Blog and the managing editor of BN.com. The Hazel Wood was Melissa’s first novel. She is from Illinois and lives in Brooklyn.
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